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1. MARKET
1.1 Major Lender-Side Players
The Luxembourg market is particular in the sense
that international groups as well as investors
OH]LJOVZLU3\_LTIV\YNHZH,\YVWLHUÄUHUcial centre specialising in serving international
clients and investors. Luxembourg’s sense of
innovation has made it an important jurisdiction
for start-ups becoming the target of acquisitions.

1.3 COVID-19 Considerations
;OLÄYZ[TVU[OZVM[OL*6=0+ WHUKLTPJZH^
a slow down for some sectors, with great nervousness on both the borrower and lender sides.
Multiple borrowers sought to obtain additional
ÄUHUJPUNJVTTP[TLU[Z[VJV]LYM\[\YLL_WLJ[LK
liquidity needs due to the lockdowns in multiple
jurisdictions, while lenders requested additional
securities for certain asset classes. Since then,
[OLTHYRL[OHZHNHPUNYV^UZPNUPÄJHU[S`

+\YPUN [OL ÄYZ[ TVU[OZ VM [OL WHUKLTPJ [OL
transaction timelines of already initiated deals
HUK [OL YLSH[LK ÄUHUJPUNZ ^LYL ZPNUPÄJHU[S`
shortened in order to reduce the implementation
risks. In the second half of 2020, the acquisition
market adapted to the new situation, and new
Luxembourg corporate structures in interna- KLHSZPUULLKVMÄUHUJPUNVUJLHNHPUILJHTL
tional acquisitions are therefore very common, more frequent. While the timelines remained very
NLULYHSS` MVY YLHZVUZ VM PUUV]H[PVU LɉJPLU[ ambitious, however, the pace again decreased
structuring, corporate law and the availability of somewhat.
specialised vehicles, as well as stability and the
local know-how regarding holding structures, The Luxembourg government reacted very
PU[LYUH[PVUHSÄUHUJPUN[YHUZHJ[PVUZHUKPU]LZ[- quickly and took various measures to adjust the
ment funds. Other reasons for the importance legal corporate requirements for companies and
VMPU[LYUH[PVUHSHJX\PZP[PVUÄUHUJPUNPU3\_LT- thereby facilitate the process.
IV\YNHYL[OLLɉJPLUJ`VM[OLH]HPSHISLJVSSH[LYHS
package and the Luxembourg stock exchange/ ;OL *6=0+  WHUKLTPJ OHK H JLY[HPU HSILP[
Euro MTF in respect of debt capital.
limited impact on documentation, with certain
credit agreements excluding the pandemic as
As a result, the major players active in the Lux- force majeure and a new type of risk factor
embourg lending market are truly international HWWLHYPUNPUVɈLYPUNTLTVYHUKH
and include international banks, Luxembourg
and foreign debt or credit funds, and more and
2 . D O C U M E N TAT I O N
more local banks or lending vehicles.
Luxembourg is also a prime jurisdiction for debt,
credit and opportunities funds and other major
WSH`LYZPUHJX\PZP[PVUÄUHUJPUN;OLTHYRL[MVY
Z\Z[HPUHISLÄUHUJLOHZM\Y[OLYKL]LSVWLKYHWidly in Luxembourg.

1.2 Corporates and LBOs

2.1 Governing Law

Similar to the very international character of the
major players on the lending side, a mixture of
PU[LYUH[PVUHS JVYWVYH[L ÄUHUJPUN HUK SL]LYHNL
HJX\PZP[PVU ÄUHUJPUN PZ PTWSLTLU[LK [OYV\NO
Luxembourg.

;OL ÄUHUJL KVJ\TLU[Z V[OLY [OHU ZLJ\YP[`
KVJ\TLU[ZYLÅLJ[[OLPU[LYUH[PVUHSJOHYHJ[LYVM
[OLÄUHUJPHSTHYRL[HUK[OLÅL_PIPSP[`VM3\_LTbourg contract law, and are more often than not
governed by foreign law, predominantly English
and US law. More recently, however, Luxembourg law has been used more frequently as the
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NV]LYUPUNSH^VM[OLTHPUÄUHUJLKVJ\TLU[Z
due to a certain shift to the continent, the uncertainties linked to the UK’s departure from the
European Union and an increase in acquisition
ÄUHUJPUNHJ[P]P[`HTVUN3\_LTIV\YNSLUKLYZ
In respect of security, among other matters, Luxembourg follows the lex rei sitae rule so the law
governing the security documents will largely
depend on the jurisdiction of the relevant asset.
Luxembourg assets will typically be subject
to Luxembourg law security. With the rapidly
KL]LSVWPUNM\UKÄUHUJPUNZLJ[VY^OLYL[OLTHPU
fund-side actors are located in Luxembourg and
security is granted over capital commitments or
depositary accounts, an increasing amount of
ÄUHUJPUNYLSH[LK KVJ\TLU[H[PVU PZ Z\IQLJ[ [V
Luxembourg law.

tion of the governing law as to the legal adviser
giving the opinion, and therefore legal opinions
are given by lender counsel, borrower counsel or
both, with varying scopes. Legal opinions generally cover the full range of customary opinions,
such as validity, legality, enforceability, existence, capacity and authority, governing law and
Q\YPZKPJ[PVUUVUJVUÅPJ[L[J

3. STRUCTURES
3.1 Senior Loans

Acquisition structures generally involve one
or several layers of Luxembourg companies,
depending on circumstances such as whether, in
addition to a management participation, there is
an institutional co-investment or a seller rollover,
^OL[OLY[OLYLPZHT\S[PSH`LYÄUHUJPUNYLX\PYPUN
2.2 Use of LMAs or Other Standard
structural subordination or providing for a highLoans
`PLSKUV[LZVɈLYPUNVY^OL[OLY[OLYLPZHULLK
Facility agreements are mostly based on Loan or desire to separate the borrower group from
4HYRL[(ZZVJPH[PVU34(VY3VHU:`UKPJH[PVU the rest of the group.
HUK ;YHKPUN (ZZVJPH[PVU 3:;( Z[HUKHYK SVHU
agreements, and typically contain the terms and *LY[HPU ZWVUZVYZ HSZV MH]V\Y H ¸THZ[LY¹ VY
conditions that are considered market practice ¸Z\WLY¹OVSKJVZ[Y\J[\YL^OLYLI`[OLKLHSZWLPU[OLTHQVYQ\YPZKPJ[PVUZHUKV[OLYÄUHUJPHSJLU- JPÄJHJX\PZP[PVUZ[Y\J[\YLZHYLZL[\WHZ¸ZPSVZ¹
tres. Facilities governed by Luxembourg law will under a global Luxembourg hub. Similar strucoften also follow or be similar to the standard [\YLZ^P[OHJX\PZP[PVU¸ZPSVZ¹HYLJVTTVUPM[OL
LMA or, less frequently, LSTA arrangements.
relevant sponsor fund is located in Luxembourg.

2.3 Language
.P]LUP[ZPU[LYUH[PVUHSJOHYHJ[LYÄUHUJLKVJ\mentation is typically drafted in English, with
some exceptions of French or German. There
is no language requirement in Luxembourg, and
the international market largely favours the English language.

2.4 Opinions
The provision of legal opinions is part of the
international market practice and a given in
HJX\PZP[PVUÄUHUJPUN3\_LTIV\YNTHYRL[WYHJtice generally follows the practice of the jurisdic-

A typical acquisition structure consists of a
Luxembourg-based parent company at the top
of the acquisition structure, which serves as a
holding/sponsor and management company,
VYWVZZPIS`HQVPU[]LU[\YL]LOPJSL*LY[HPUWSH`ers prefer to invest in the top holding company
through their own dedicated Luxembourg-based
holding company and give the opportunity to
management and/or co-investors, for example,
to invest through a pooling or aggregator vehicle in the top holding company. Below the parent company, one or more intermediate holding
companies are set up to accommodate the debt
4
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ÄUHUJPUNHUKWVZZPIS`[OLZLJ\YP[`Z[Y\J[\YL0U
acquisition structures, one would commonly see
one or more non-regulated entities below the relevant fund, sponsor or corporate.

ranking security, and are subordinated either
contractually or for part of the funding through
the form of the funding, namely the equity element. The higher risk calls for a higher reward,
of course, and higher interest rates apply. FurAmong other things, Luxembourg acquisition thermore, the equity element allows a direct or
Z[Y\J[\YLZ HSSV^ ÅL_PIPSP[` PU WYV]PKPUN PU]LZ[VY PUKPYLJ[ZOHYPUNPU[OLWYVÄ[ZVYHWHY[PJPWH[PVU
funding to the acquisition company. Such fund- PU[OLZLJVUKHY`VɈLYPUN¶MVYL_HTWSLPU[OL
ing is granted partly in the form of pure equity event of an IPO of the relevant company.
ZOHYL JHWP[HS HUK WYLTP\T HUK WHY[S` PU [OL
4LaaHUPULÄUHUJPUNHS[OV\NOZ[PSSWYV]PKLKMVY
form of debt.
I`IHURZHSZVH[[YHJ[ZTVYLZWLJPHSPZLK¸SLUKThe third party debt portion takes various forms LYZ¹¶PLM\UKZVYV[OLYPU]LZ[TLU[]LOPJSLZ[OH[
and ranges from senior loans, mezzanine loans, PU[LUK[VTHRLHU¸PU]LZ[TLU[¹YH[OLY[OHUWYVÄYZ[ HUK ZLJVUK SPLU HUK 702 SVHUZ [V KLI[ ceeding to a pure lending. Such funds or investsecurities, covering everything in between; it ment vehicles are often based in Luxembourg
KLWLUKZ LU[PYLS` VU [OL ÄUHUJPUN ULLKZ [OL and/or for various reasons propose to structure
market conditions and the availability of certain [OLPYTLaaHUPULÄUHUJPUNZ[OYV\NOZWLJPHSW\YZV\YJLZ VM ÄUHUJPUN 0[ PZ TVYL JVTTVU [OHU WVZLJVTWHUPLZ;OLWYV]PZPVUVMZ\JO¸ÄUHUJnot to have a mixture of debt made up of any of PUN¹PU3\_LTIV\YNI`LU[P[PLZV[OLY[OHUIHURZ
the above. Equity kicker rights granted to certain or other authorised entities may raise the issue
TLaaHUPULSLUKLYZYLN\SHYS`KLI[M\UKZHYLHSZV VM ^OL[OLY Z\JO ÄUHUJPUN ^V\SK X\HSPM` HZ H
sometimes used, allowing them to obtain a par- lending activity and thus be prohibited for nonregulated entities.
ticipation in the equity of the structure.
Senior Loans
Senior loans are generally part of acquisition
ÄUHUJPUN 0U H ÄYZ[ PUZ[HUJL [OL` HYL UVYTHSly granted by one or more major international
banks or loan originating funds (often based
PU3\_LTIV\YN(ZWHY[VMZ`UKPJH[PVUVYSH[LY
transfers or participations, other lending players
such as debt or loan funds will hold part of the
debt.

3.2 Mezzanine/PIK Loans
Although lending to the public is a regulated
activity in Luxembourg, there are structures
where funding is provided not only in the form
VM ¸W\YL¹ SVHUZ ¶ IL [OL` ZLUPVY Z\IVYKPUH[LK
VYIYPKNL¶I\[HSZV^P[OHUPU]LZ[TLU[LSLTLU[
ZVTL[PTLZSPURLK[V[OLLX\P[`:\JOÄUHUJPUNZ
bear a higher risk as they are often unsecured
VY ILULÄ[ VUS` MYVT SPTP[LK YLJV\YZL VY SV^LY
5

Mezzanine investment activity is generally difMLYLU[MYVTH¸W\YL¹SLUKPUNVYIHURPUNHJ[P]P[`
for a number of reasons. Where a Luxembourg
special purpose vehicle is used by mezzanine
lenders, such company does not normally itself
HWWLHY[V[OLW\ISPJHZVɈLYPUNP[ZZLY]PJLZHZ
a lender. Furthermore, it is often not possible
to separate the debt side from the equity side.
Such investments are generally structured as
debt in order to provide adequate rights to the
SLUKLYUHTLS`JYLKP[VYYPNO[ZI\[LJVUVTPJHSS`
also present equity characteristics. In terms of
ranking, the mezzanine lender is closer to the
shareholder than an ordinary lender, and his
return is generally enhanced either by elements
VMPURPUKYLPTI\YZLTLU[Z702VYI`[OLPZZ\L
of warrants or similar equity exposed securities. On that basis, mezzanine structures using
Luxembourg special purpose vehicles normally
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MHSSV\[ZPKL[OLZJVWLVM[OLYLN\SH[LKÄUHUJPHS sition of assets located in Luxembourg is fairly
rare compared to the acquisition of assets locatactivities.
ed abroad, which are funded by using corporate
structures involving Luxembourg entities. That
3.3 Bridge Loans
Bridge loans are commonly used, either if the being said, the structures used for asset-based
ÄUHUJPUN ZL[ \W PUJS\KLZ KLI[ ZLJ\YP[PLZ [V ÄUHUJPUNZKVUV[TH[LYPHSS`JOHUNLMYVTV[OLY
be issued at a later stage or to bridge the gap HJX\PZP[PVUÄUHUJPUNZ[Y\J[\YLZ
between the time when the funding is needed
and the time that the acquiring fund expects to
receive the money from investors. Funds often 4 . I N T E R C R E D I T O R
use bridge loans to be able to react quickly to A G R E E M E N T S
investment opportunities, to reduce the number
of capital calls, to be able to determine the exact 4.1 Typical Elements
amount of the capital call, and to have better Intercreditor agreements and subordination
control and visibility over the timing of the capital agreements are entered into in almost all interUH[PVUHS HJX\PZP[PVU ÄUHUJPUN [YHUZHJ[PVUZ PU
call.
Luxembourg, and are generally not governed
3.4 Bonds/High-Yield Bonds
by Luxembourg law.
The issue of high-yield or other debt instruments
PZ H TL[OVK VM ÄUHUJPUN [OH[ NVLZ [OYV\NO Typically, intercreditor arrangements applicable
J`JSLZHUK[OL\ZL[OLYLVMPUHJX\PZP[PVUÄUHUJ- PU 3\_LTIV\YN HJX\PZP[PVU ÄUHUJL Z[Y\J[\YLZ
ing depends on the market. The bonds are gen- YLN\SH[L[OLYLZWLJ[P]LYPNO[ZVM[OLÄUHUJLWHYerally issued under English or US law. Luxem- ties as well as those of the intragroup lenders
bourg company law expressly permits the issue and shareholders, including ranking and priority,
of bonds by a Luxembourg company under a [OLYLJLPW[VMWH`TLU[Z[OLLɈLJ[VML]LU[ZVM
law other than Luxembourg law, and stipulates default, enforcement, sharing, debt acquisition,
that in that case provisions of Luxembourg law and redistribution. They also regularly include
relating in particular to bondholder representa- the security agent appointment and terms.
tion and meetings can be expressly disapplied.
Luxembourg law has recently added additional 0USHYNLZJHSLÄUHUJPUN[YHUZHJ[PVUZ^P[OT\S[PÅL_PIPSP[` I` L_[LUKPUN [OL WVZZPIPSP[` [V PZZ\L WSLSH`LYZVMKLI[KPɈLYLU[PU[LYJYLKP[VYHNYLLIVUKZ W\ISPJS` VY UV[ [V HKKP[PVUHS MVYTZ VM ments are sometimes entered into between the
companies, thereby adjusting to a need in the KPɈLYLU[ÄUHUJLWHY[PLZHUKMYHTL^VYRLKI`H
market.
master intercreditor agreement.

3.5 Private Placements/Loan Notes

4.2 Bank/Bond Deals

Debt securities used in Luxembourg acquisi- Master intercreditor agreements are used more
[PVUÄUHUJPUNZHYLJVTTVUS`PZZ\LK\UKLY[OL HUKTVYLVM[LUPUIHURIVUKÄUHUJPUNZ
private placement exemptions. Loan notes are
generally vendor loan notes.
4.3 Role of Hedge Counterparties
Intercreditor agreements generally provide for a
3.6 Asset-Based Financing
senior ranking claim of the hedge counterparGiven the size of the country and the few indus- ties (and thus scheduled payments to the hedge
trial activities present in Luxembourg, the acqui- JV\U[LYWHY[PLZHYLWLYTP[[LKI\[[OLJVUKP[PVUZ
6
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to close out hedging transactions are subject to
restrictions.

5. SECURITY
5.1 Types of Security Commonly Used
Luxembourg companies in acquisition struc[\YLZHYLJVTTVUS`OVSKPUNVYÄUHUJLJVTWHnies whose main assets consist of the holding
of participations, intercompany receivables and
assets on bank accounts. The form of security
interest depends largely on the location of the
assets. In addition, Luxembourg companies also
regularly hold intellectual property rights and real
estate. The most common forms of security are
pledges, assignments and transfers by way of
guarantee (and, with respect to real estate, mortNHNLZ

JPHS*VSSH[LYHS3H^L_WYLZZS`WYV]PKLZ[OH[¸ÄUHUJPHSPUZ[Y\TLU[Z¹ZOHSSOH]L[OL¸IYVHKLZ[WVZZPISLTLHUPUN¹HUKPUJS\KLZHUVUL_OH\Z[P]L
SPZ[VMKPɈLYLU[[`WLZVMÄUHUJPHSPUZ[Y\TLU[;OPZ
is particularly relevant in respect of new types of
assets, such as tokens or smart contracts, and
[OLHUHS`ZPZHZ[V^OL[OLY[OL`TH`ILX\HSPÄLK
HZ ¸ÄUHUJPHS PUZ[Y\TLU[Z¹ \UKLY [OL -PUHUJPHS
*VSSH[LYHS 3H^ /V^L]LY [OL HZZL[Z NLULYHSS`
Z\IQLJ[[VWSLKNLZPUHJX\PZP[PVUÄUHUJPUN[YHUZactions remain shares (or other equity or similar
ZLJ\YP[PLZSVHUZHUKIHURHJJV\U[ZHUKTVYL
recently also pledges over capital commitments
PUWHY[ULYZOPWZ^OPJOMHSS\UKLY[OLX\HSPÄJH[PVU
VMJSHPTZ\UKLY[OL-PUHUJPHS*VSSH[LYHS3H^PU
[OLJVU[L_[VMM\UKÄUHUJPUNZ
;OL3\_LTIV\YNÄUHUJPHSJVSSH[LYHSWSLKNLOHZ
certain appealing features, which make it a useM\S [VVS PU ÄUHUJL Z[Y\J[\YLZ PUJS\KPUN [OL MVSlowing:

Luxembourg law permits the implementation of
H]LY`ZLJ\YLHUKLɉJPLU[ZLJ\YP[`WHJRHNLHZ
regards assets located (or deemed to be locat- JVUÄKLU[PHSP[`¶[OLWSLKNLHNYLLTLU[ZHYL
created under private seal and are not subject
LKPU3\_LTIV\YN
to registration with public authorities or pub;OLÄYZ[JH[LNVY`VMZLJ\YP[PLZJV]LYZÄUHUJPHS lications;
collateral arrangements. The law of 5 August an extended scope, including shares, bonds,
 VU ÄUHUJPHS JVSSH[LYHS HNYLLTLU[Z HZ debt instruments, loan notes, claims, whether
HTLUKLK[OL-PUHUJPHS*VSSH[LYHS3H^WYV]PKLZ existing at the time the pledge is put in place
or coming into existence thereafter, and any
MVY H YVI\Z[ MYHTL^VYR ^OLYL ÄUHUJPHS JVSSH[related assets;
eral arrangements are largely excluded from the
ZJVWL VM IHURY\W[J` ;OL -PUHUJPHS *VSSH[LYHS Z[YHPNO[MVY^HYKHUKJVZ[LɉJPLU[WLYMLJ[PVU
3H^WYV]PKLZMVY[OLMVSSV^PUN[`WLZVMÄUHUJPHS requirements;
collateral:
[OLWVZZPIPSP[`VMKPɈLYLU[YHURPUNWSLKNLZ"
the possibility to agree on the exercise of voting or other rights;
transfer of ownership by way of security interUVOHYKLUPUNWLYPVK¶ZLJ\YP[`MVYWYPVYKLI[
est (transfert de propriété à titre de garantie"
is possible;
repurchase agreement (mise en pension"HUK
no requirement of prior notice in the case
WSLKNLV]LYJVSSH[LYHSHZZL[Zgage sur
of enforcement, as once duly perfected the
avoirs
HZZL[ZHYLKLLTLK[VIL¸PUWVZZLZZPVU¹VM
the pledgee or a third party agreed on by the
The pledge of assets is the most common colSH[LYHSPUHJX\PZP[PVUÄUHUJL¸*VSSH[LYHS¹TLHUZ parties; and
ÄUHUJPHSPUZ[Y\TLU[ZHUKJSHPTZHUK[OL-PUHU7
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validity, even in case of the bankruptcy or
insolvency of the pledgor.

Other Movable Assets
0U ÄUHUJL HJX\PZP[PVU [YHUZHJ[PVUZ ZLJ\YP[PLZ
V]LY TV]HISL WYVWLY[PLZ V[OLY [OHU ÄUHUJPHS
instruments or claims are more unusual. If such
Shares
Pledges over shares (including future shares and security is taken, it would normally take the form
YLSH[LKHZZL[ZHUKLX\P[`PUZ[Y\TLU[ZHYL]LY` of a commercial pledge (gage commercialHUK
common in Luxembourg. The company over ^V\SK IL NV]LYULK I` [OL 3\_LTIV\YN *VTwhose shares a pledge is granted is common- TLYJPHS*VKL/V^L]LYJLY[HPUTV]HISLHZZL[Z
ly made a party to the pledge agreement. The ¶Z\JOHZHPYJYHM[ZHUKZOPWZ^LPNOPUNTVYL[OHU
agreement will regulate the exercise of voting [VUULZ¶T\Z[ILZLJ\YLKI`HZWLJPÄJTVY[and other rights and the rights to distribution. gage.
In addition, the parties would normally agree on
the appropriation of the shares in the case of Inventory
enforcement, and on the related valuation meth- Pledges on inventories are quite unusual in Luxodology required by law. Pledges over other embourg, given that the pledgee must hold a
[`WLZVMLX\P[`LNILULÄJPHY`JLY[PÄJH[LZ^HY- special authorisation and the pledges are subYHU[ZVYKLI[ZLJ\YP[PLZSHYNLS`MVSSV^[OLY\SLZ ject to restrictions.
applicable to share pledges.
IP Rights
Pledges over IP rights can be made in relation to
Bank Accounts
Pledges can be taken over cash or securities the following in particular:
accounts located in Luxembourg. Accounts can
be operated freely even when pledged, or can patents (brevets"
be blocked accounts depending on the terms trade marks (marques"
of the pledge agreement. In order to permit a designs (dessins et modèles"HUK
ÄYZ[ YHURPUN WSLKNL [OL HJJV\U[ IHUR ^PSS IL copyrights (droits d’auteur
asked to waive its prior lien on the account and
to acknowledge the pledge. Depending on the A pledge over patents must be registered with
[`WL VM ÄUHUJPUN Z[Y\J[\YL ZPNUH[\YL WV^LYZ the Patent Registry of the National Intellectual
over the relevant accounts can be regulated in Property Services, and a pledge over trade
marks and designs must be registered with the
the pledge agreement.
)LULS\_ 6ɉJL VM 0U[LSSLJ[\HS 7YVWLY[` 6[OLY
pledges over IP rights are generally governed
Receivables
Receivables are either made subject to a pledge by private agreements only.
VY HZZPNULK ;OL KL]LSVWTLU[ VM M\UK ÄUHUJings in Luxembourg has increased the scope of The third category of securities covers immovreceivable pledges through the addition of secu- able assets and, in particular, real estate.
rity over capital commitments.
Real Estate
The second category of securities consists of The principal security granted over real estate
agreements over movable assets, which are not is the mortgage (hypothèque^OPJO[HRLZ[OL
JVUZPKLYLKHZÄUHUJPHSJVSSH[LYHSHYYHUNLTLU[Z form of a notarial deed and must be registered
with both the Administration Registry (administration de l’enregistrement et des domainesHUK
8
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Shares and Other Types of Securities
%HQHðFLDU\&HUWLðFDWHV1RWHV%RQGV
Perfection is made through the inscription in the
register of the relevant securities of the pledged
company (for shares and other securities in regPZ[LYLK MVYT VY [OL YLNPZ[LY VM [OL KLWVZP[VY`
(securities in bearer form to the extent depos5.2 Form Requirements
The most commonly used security in acquisi- P[LK;OLWSLKNLKJVTWHU`PZ[`WPJHSS`I\[UV[
[PVUÄUHUJL¶[OLÄUHUJPHSJVSSH[LYHSZ\IQLJ[[V ULJLZZHYPS` H WHY[` [V [OL WSLKNL HNYLLTLU["
[OL-PUHUJPHS*VSSH[LYHS3H^¶PZUV[Z\IQLJ[[V V[OLY^PZL[OLWSLKNLPZUV[PÄLK[V[OLJVTWHU`
Z[YPUNLU[MVYTYLX\PYLTLU[Z;OL-PUHUJPHS*VSSH[LYHS 3H^ WYV]PKLZ [OH[ ÄUHUJPHS JVSSH[LYHS Bank Accounts
arrangements and netting agreements may be 0U VYKLY [V WLYTP[ H ÄYZ[ YHURPUN WSLKNL [OL
evidenced among the parties and vis-à-vis third account bank will generally be asked to waive
parties in writing or by any other legally equiva- its prior lien on the account or to accept that it
SLU[THUULYHZKL[LYTPULKI`[OL*VTTLYJPHS is downgraded in ranking and to acknowledge
HUKHJJLW[[OLWSLKNLHM[LYP[OHZILLUUV[PÄLK
*VKL
to it or, when it is a party to the agreement, in the
;OL -PUHUJPHS *VSSH[LYHS 3H^ M\Y[OLY WYV]PKLZ agreement itself.
PU[LYHSPH[OH[[OLWYV]PZPVUVMJVSSH[LYHS¶PL[OL
delivery, transfer, holding, registration or other- Book Entry Financial Instruments
wise granting of possession or control over the The pledge is perfected by one of the following:
JVSSH[LYHSHZZL[¶T\Z[ILJHWHISLVMILPUNL]Pdenced in writing. The written instrument evi- the simple conclusion of the pledge agreement if the custodian is the pledgee;
dencing the provision of collateral, which may be
in electronic format or any other durable medi- the conclusion of the pledge agreement if the
\TT\Z[HSSV^[OLPKLU[PÄJH[PVUVM[OLJVSSH[LYHS pledgee is a third party and the custodian
PZHWHY[`[OLYL[VVY[OLUV[PÄJH[PVUVMZ\JO
to which it applies. With regard to book entry
ÄUHUJPHSPUZ[Y\TLU[ZHUKJHZOJSHPTZJVSSH[LYHS agreement to the custodian if it is not a party
to the agreement;
P[PZZ\ɉJPLU[[VWYV]L[OH[[OL`OH]LILLUJYLKited to, or form a credit in, a designated account. a book entry registration to an account of the
pledgee; or
a book entry registration to a third party
5.3 Registration Process
account.
There is no general registration requirement for
securities and there is no general securities register. The perfection requirements depend on Receivables
the type of asset (and sometimes the type of Security over intercompany receivables is genLYHSS`WLYMLJ[LK[OYV\NO[OLUV[PÄJH[PVUVM[OL
ZLJ\YP[`
security or by making the debtor a party to the
-VYWSLKNLZ\UKLY[OL-PUHUJPHS*VSSH[LYHS3H^ HNYLLTLU[^OPSLZLJ\YP[`V]LYYLJLP]HISLZK\L
the following perfection requirements need to be from third parties is not always perfected, but
observed, depending on the type of collateral this has an impact on its enforceability and ranking.
being pledged.
the Mortgage Registry (bureau de conservation
des hypothèques;OLYLNPZ[YH[PVUVM[OLTVY[gage is subject to a registration fee, and must
be renewed every ten years in order to remain
enforceable against third parties.
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*\Z[VTHYPS`[OLZLJ\YP[`HNYLLTLU[Z^PSSJV]LY
any additional and future collateral entering into
the possession of the grantor of the security.
If additional instruments are acquired by the
pledger, the inscription of the pledge will be
updated.
Securities over IP rights, aircrafts, ships over a
certain tonnage, inventories and real estate are
each subject to their own registration requirements (see 5.1 Types of Security Commonly
Used

5.4 Restrictions on Upstream Security
A Luxembourg company must act within the limP[ZVM[OLJVYWVYH[LVIQLJ[ZWLJPÄLKPUP[ZHY[PJSLZ
of association, and in its corporate interest (see
5.6 Other Restrictions(ZHNLULYHSY\SLJVTpanies cannot simply encumber their assets or
NYHU[N\HYHU[LLZVYZLJ\YP[`PUMH]V\YVM[OPYK
WHY[PLZPUJS\KPUNNYV\WJVTWHUPLZ^P[OV\[[OPZ
being in their corporate interest. Upstream secuYP[`VYN\HYHU[LLZT\Z[[OLYLMVYLIL^P[OPU[OL
company’s corporate object, and a corporate
PU[LYLZ[ HUHS`ZPZ ^OPJO PZ H MHJ[\HS HUHS`ZPZ
must be made by the board of the company.
To the extent the articles permit such security
or guarantees and the transaction is determined
to be in the corporate interest of the company,
a Luxembourg company may grant security and
N\HYHU[LLZMVY[OLILULÄ[VMNYV\WJVTWHUPLZ
PUJS\KPUN \WZ[YLHT VY JYVZZZ[YLHT ZLJ\YP[`
Subject to certain conditions (see 5.6 Other
Restrictions [OL NYV\W PU[LYLZ[ TH` HSZV IL
taken into account.

assistance directly or indirectly (advance funds,
make loans, grant security and provide guaran[LLZMVY[OLW\YWVZLVM[OLHJX\PZP[PVUVM[OLPY
shares by a third party, subject to stringent conKP[PVUZ ¶ PL Z\IQLJ[ [V H ZVJHSSLK ^OP[L^HZO
procedure. Transactions concluded by banks
HUK V[OLY ÄUHUJPHS PUZ[P[\[PVUZ PU [OL UVYTHS
JV\YZLVMI\ZPULZZVY[YHUZHJ[PVUZLɈLJ[LK^P[O
a view to the acquisition of shares by or for the
Z[HɈ VM [OL JVTWHU` VY JLY[HPU NYV\W JVTWHnies are not subject to such conditions, with the
exception of the net asset test condition.
Financial assistance may be provided under the
responsibility of the board of directors on the
following conditions:

fair market conditions (particularly regarding
interest received by, and security provided to,
[OLJVTWHU`"
the interest of the company;
an investigation of the credit standing of the
relevant third party;
a submission to the general meeting of shareholders of a report by the board of directors covering, inter alia, the reasons for the
transaction, the interests of the company, the
conditions, the liquidity and solvency risks,
and the price at which third parties are willing
to acquire the shares. Such report must also
ILÄSLK^P[O[OLYLNPZ[LYVMJVTTLYJLHUK
companies, and will be published;
the approval by the general meeting of shareOVSKLYZH[X\HSPÄLKTHQVYP[`"HUK
[OLUL[HZZL[Z[LZ[![OLÄUHUJPHSHZZPZ[HUJL
provided is considered as if it were a distribution and therefore must not cause the net
5.5 Financial Assistance
;OLÄUHUJPHSHZZPZ[HUJLY\SLZHWWS`WHY[PJ\SHYS` assets of the company to fall below the share
capital and non-distributable reserves of the
in relation to the purchase of shares (and instrucompany. Among the liabilities in the balance
TLU[ZJVU]LY[PISLPU[VZOHYLZVMQVPU[Z[VJRJVTsheet, the company shall include a reserve,
panies (société anonyme and société anonyme
ZPTWSPÄtL HUK JVYWVYH[L WHY[ULYZOPWZ SPTP[LK unavailable for distribution, of the amount of
by shares (société en commandite par actions [OLHNNYLNH[LÄUHUJPHSHZZPZ[HUJL
;OLZL JVTWHUPLZ JHU VUS` WYV]PKL ÄUHUJPHS
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5.6 Other Restrictions
There are certain other conditions that need
[V IL ZH[PZÄLK ^OLU H 3\_LTIV\YN JVTWHU`
is granting security or giving guarantees. The
rules governing these restrictions stem from
general principles of law and must be applied
VUHJHZLI`JHZLIHZPZ[V[OLZWLJPÄJJPYJ\TZ[HUJLZ;OLJVUKP[PVUZ[VILZH[PZÄLKYLSH[L[V
corporate power, corporate authority and corWVYH[LILULÄ[
&RUSRUDWH3RZHU
Limits on corporate power can be imposed
either by law or by the articles of incorporation
of the company.
Limits on corporate power imposed by law
In the past, the question has arisen of whether
a Luxembourg company may grant security or
give guarantees in respect of debts or obligations of its parent company or a sister company,
without any monetary consideration (namely, no
JVTTPZZPVU;OLYLHZVUMVY[OLKLIH[LSPLZPU
[OLJVUJLW[VM[OL3\_LTIV\YN*P]PS*VKLW\Ysuant to which a company is established with a
]PL^[VWHY[PJPWH[PUNPU[OLWYVÄ[ZHUKSVZZLZ
that may arise therefrom. A purely free (or gra[\P[V\ZHJ[^P[OV\[JVUZPKLYH[PVUPZ[OLYLMVYL
outside the limits of commercial law, given that
[OLNVHS[VZOHYL[OLWYVÄ[ZPZHULZZLU[PHSLSLment of every company.

It is therefore only in exceptional cases when the
JPYJ\TZ[HUJLZKVUV[YLHZVUHIS`HSSV^Q\Z[PÄJH[PVUL]LUPUKPYLJ[S`VMHWV[LU[PHSILULÄ[VMVY
a motivated interest for, the proposed guarantee
or security for a company that the validity thereof
could be challenged and/or the liability of directors could be invoked.
Limits on corporate power imposed by the
articles of incorporation
The corporate power of a company is determined by its articles of incorporation. The purpose of the object clause is to set the framework
within which the management is authorised and
PUZ[Y\J[LK[VKL]LSVWHUKTHUHNL[OLHɈHPYZVM
the company.
Object clauses of a Luxembourg company are
UVYTHSS` TVYL ZWLJPÄJ [OHU [OVZL VUL ^V\SK
[YHKP[PVUHSS` ÄUK PU (UNSV:H_VU Q\YPZKPJ[PVUZ
Typically, Luxembourg companies that are part
VMHUHJX\PZP[PVUZ[Y\J[\YL^PSSOH]LHÄUHUJPHS
participation company object (ie, objects limited
to holding and managing participations in other
JVTWHUPLZPU3\_LTIV\YNVYHIYVHK0UVYKLY
to provide guarantees or security, the wording of
[OLVIQLJ[JSH\ZLZOV\SKZWLJPÄJHSS`HKKYLZZ[OPZ
possibility (including upstream or cross-stream
N\HYHU[LLZVYZLJ\YP[`

If the provision of a guarantee or security by a
Luxembourg company would be considered to
Nowadays, both doctrine and case law give an exceed the corporate object provided under the
L_[LUZP]LPU[LYWYL[H[PVU[V[OLWYPUJPWSLVMWYVÄ[ articles of incorporation, the company is most
WHY[PJPWH[PVUHUKHNYLL[OH[[OLZLHYJOMVYWYVÄ[ likely still bound by the relevant transaction,
can be direct or indirect. As a result, a company even if such transaction is ultra vires; however,
may carry out acts for which it does not receive a its management may be held liable. The relevant
monetary consideration to the extent its actions provision in Luxembourg corporate law, which is
are in furtherance of its object. In respect of KLYP]LKMYVT[OLÄYZ[JVTWHU`SH^KPYLJ[P]LOHZ
intragroup guarantees and security, authors the merit of protecting lenders acting in good
NLULYHSS`JVUJS\KL[OH[¸L_JLW[PUL_JLW[PVUHS faith. The company could not at a later stage
circumstances, an intragroup security is a type claim the annulment of the loan or the guarantee
of act which may serve the purpose of realising [OH[ L_JLLKLK [OL JVYWVYH[L VIQLJ[ /V^L]LY
the reverse is also true, and the lenders similarly
HWYVÄ[¹
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could not achieve the result of the loan being
declared null and void.

where necessary, and to later execute the contracts in the name and on behalf of the company.

/V^L]LY[OLWYV[LJ[PVUPZVUS`NYHU[LK[VNVVK
faith lenders. Luxembourg authors have pointed
out that, where legal opinions contain assump[PVUZVYX\HSPÄJH[PVUZPUYLSH[PVU[V[OPZHZWLJ[H
bank might be considered to have been aware of
the breach of the object clause and, as a consequence, the company could claim that the guarantee or security is null and void. Although this
JV\SKIL[OLJHZLMVYHZWLJPÄJX\HSPÄJH[PVUPU
a legal opinion, the solution should not be the
same in the presence of an assumption, in which
JHZL [OL SH^`LY ¸HZZ\TLZ¹ H MHJ[ OL OHZ UV[
]LYPÄLK^P[OV\[L_WYLZZPUNHU`]PL^VUP[-\Ythermore, in light of the extended review of the
target’s group, which is generally made by the
lenders and their advisers, particularly through
SLNHSK\LKPSPNLUJLP[TH`WYV]LKPɉJ\S[[VJVUvince a judge that the lenders had no knowledge
of the ultra vires issue.

&RUSRUDWH%HQHðW
A Luxembourg company must always act in its
corporate interest. Therefore, the granting of
security and guarantees is also subject to the
existence of the company’s corporate interest
in providing these and, according to certain
authors and also some case law, their validity
may depend thereon.
¸*VYWVYH[LPU[LYLZ[¹^OLU\ZLKOLYLPUPZ\ZLK
HZH[YHUZSH[PVUVM[OL-YLUJOJVUJLW[¸intérêt
social¹

¸*VYWVYH[L PU[LYLZ[¹ PZ UV[ KLÄULK I` SH^ HZ
such; the concept has been developed by doc[YPUL HUK JV\Y[ WYLJLKLU[Z 0[ PZ PU V\Y ]PL^
ILZ[KLZJYPILKHZILPUN¸[OLSPTP[VMHJJLW[HISL
JVYWVYH[L ILOH]PV\Y¹ +PɈLYLU[ PU[LYWYL[H[PVUZ
OH]LILLUNP]LU[V[OL[LYT¸JVYWVYH[LPU[LYLZ[¹
whereby the broad interpretation that prevails is
based on the institutional theory of the company
&RUSRUDWH$XWKRULW\
Decisions on the granting of guarantees or and concludes that the interest of the company
security are within the competence (and under is more than the interest of the shareholders but
[OLYLZWVUZPIPSP[`VM[OLIVHYKVMKPYLJ[VYZ;OL is the interest of the company in itself as a legal
board shall take its decision on the basis of all LU[P[`HUKHSSP[ZZ[HRLOVSKLYZ¶PL[OLLU[PYLJVSrelevant elements needed for the board mem- lectivity gathered around the company, comprisILYZ[VTHRLHUPUMVYTLKQ\KNLTLU[¶PUWHY- ing the company itself and its shareholders but
ticular the amount and terms of the borrowing or also its creditors, bankers and workforce.
the guarantee, including details of interest rates,
YLPTI\YZLTLU[KH[LZHUKVW[PVUZZWLJPÄJYLW- The corporate interest analysis is a factual analyresentations and warranties, negative pledges, ZPZHUKPZZWLJPÄJ[V[OLJVTWHU`HUK[OLJPYJV]LUHU[ZHUK[OLLɈLJ[VM[OLPYKLJPZPVUVU[OL J\TZ[HUJLZ0UHJX\PZP[PVUÄUHUJPUN^OLUJVUÄUHUJPHSJHWHJP[`VM[OLJVTWHU`;OLHUHS`ZPZ sidering the corporate interest of a company, the
of these elements by the board will be of utmost concept of a group of companies becomes very
importance, particularly in the discussions on relevant, particularly in the case of upstream and
[OL JVYWVYH[L ILULÄ[ 7YHJ[PJL ZOV^Z [OH[ [OL sidestream guarantees or securities.
board often approves the principles of the transaction on the basis of the main terms and condi- In certain circumstances, a company will be able
tions, and grants power to a committee or to one to show that a guarantee or a security is in its
VY TVYL KPYLJ[VYZ [V ÄUHSPZL KVJ\TLU[Z PU [OL best corporate interest simply by looking at its
negotiations, to make appropriate amendments own situation on an isolated level. This is typi12
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cally the case where a guarantee is issued or a
security granted as a downstream guarantee or
security in favour of the debts of a direct or indirect subsidiary. The same is true if the company
is to guarantee or secure a debt that ultimately
is on-lent to it or its subsidiaries. An analysis
on the precise circumstances of the case will,
however, always be necessary in order to come
[VHKLÄUP[P]LJVUJS\ZPVUWHY[PJ\SHYS`PU]PL^VM
the exact percentages held in the company in
respect of which the guarantee is proposed to
be given, the amount of the guarantee in comWHYPZVU[V[OLÄUHUJPHSJHWHJP[`VM[OLJVTWHU`
HUKP[ZNYV\WL[J
In a typical acquisition transaction with a requireTLU[ VM H ¸M\SS ZLJ\YP[` WHJRHNL¹ TVZ[ PM UV[
all group members will be asked to give guarantees and provide security for the borrowers’
obligations. Guarantees and security will be
downstream, upstream and cross-stream. The
analysis and existence of the group will therefore
be crucial to determine the corporate interest
and allow the directors to go beyond the mere
sphere of the entity considered on a standalone
IHZPZHUKJVUZPKLY[OL¸JVTTVUPU[LYLZ[¹VM[OL
group.
The basis of the Luxembourg analysis is a
-YLUJOJV\Y[WYLJLKLU[*HZZ*YPT 
arrêt Rozenblum, Revue des Sociétés, 1985,
¶ YLSH[PUN [V H JHZL ^OLYL [OL VɈLUJL
of abuse of corporate assets was analysed at
board level (namely where management was
suspected of using assets of the company in
[OLPY V^U WLYZVUHS PU[LYLZ[ ¸^OPJO [OL` RUL^
^HZJVU[YHY`[V[OLPU[LYLZ[VM[OLJVTWHU`¹PU
^OPJO[OLJYP[LYPHMVYHSSV^PUNH]HSPKQ\Z[PÄJH[PVU
of the corporate interest for intragroup guarantees have been developed. The questions have
similarly been dealt with by Belgian court precedents and authors.
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In general terms, it results from precedents
and doctrine to which Luxembourg courts will
be likely to refer that, in the context of a group
of related companies, the existence of a group
interest in granting upstream or sidestream
ÄUHUJPHS HZZPZ[HUJL \UKLY HU` MVYT PUJS\KPUN\UKLY[OLMVYTVMN\HYHU[LLVYZLJ\YP[`[V
NYV\W JVTWHUPLZ JVUZ[P[\[LZ Z\ɉJPLU[ JVYWVYH[LILULÄ[[VLUHISLHJVTWHU`[VWYV]PKLZ\JO
ÄUHUJPHSHZZPZ[HUJLWYV]PKLK[OH[[OLMVSSV^PUN
conditions are met.
;OLÄUHUJPHSHZZPZ[HUJLT\Z[ILNP]LUMVY[OL
purpose of promoting a common economic,
ZVJPHSHUKÄUHUJPHSPU[LYLZ[KL[LYTPULKPU
accordance with policies applicable to the
entire group; it is thus necessary that there is
a structured group with a common aim and
interest. The existence of the group is normally evidenced though the capital links. TypiJHSS`PUHJX\PZP[PVUÄUHUJPUNZ[Y\J[\YLZ[OL
JVTTVUÄUHUJPHSZVJPHSVYLJVUVTPJWVSPJ`
exists under normal circumstances, given
that the investors that will ultimately head the
group will have made a thorough analysis of
the target group prior to the proposed acquisition and determined the strategy and policy
for the new group, including for the reimbursement of debts and the economic and
social goals for the group in the future.
;OLJVTTP[TLU[[VNYHU[[OLÄUHUJPHS
assistance must not be without consideration nor break up the balance between the
various group companies. In other words,
such commitment by a group company must
not be manifestly disproportionate in view of
the obligations entered into by other group
companies. There is a distinction between a
simple consideration and a balance between
undertakings of the various entities, with both
being acceptable. In other words, there is no
strict requirement as to a fee or commission.
0[OHZILLUJVUJS\KLK[OH[HQ\Z[PÄJH[PVUTH`
be found in the fact that all group companies
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NYHU[ZLJ\YP[PLZHUKN\HYHU[LLZMVY[OL¸JVTTVUNVVK¹HUKZOHYL[OLI\YKLUMVYV[OLY
group companies. Similarly, reciprocal guarantees allowing the companies concerned
[VVI[HPUÄUHUJPUNVUIL[[LY[LYTZTH`IL
Q\Z[PÄLK/V^L]LY[OLSPTP[VM¸YLHZVUHISL
JVYWVYH[LILOH]PV\Y¹PZYLHJOLK^OLU[OL
transaction is, for example, exclusively in the
interest of the parent company.
;OLÄUHUJPHSHZZPZ[HUJLNYHU[LKT\Z[UV[
L_JLLK[OLÄUHUJPHSHIPSP[PLZVM[OLJVTmitting company. In this respect, a certain
practice has developed in Luxembourg
and certain other jurisdictions whereby it
PZJ\Z[VTHY`[VPUJS\KL¸N\HYHU[LLSPTP[H[PVU¹SHUN\HNL[OH[SPTP[Z[OLN\HYHU[LL[VH
percentage of the net assets of the company.
Although said clauses give comfort in this
respect, the condition can also be met by
HWWS`PUNHKPɈLYLU[[LZ[0UKLLK[OLZ\IZPKPary must not necessarily make the assumption that the parent or sister company which
it guarantees will become insolvent, and must
ask itself if the burden of its guarantee or its
ZLJ\YP[`YLTHPUZPUWYVWVY[PVU[VP[ZÄUHUJPHS
JHWHIPSP[PLZ0MQ\Z[PÄLKI`[OLJPYJ\TZ[HUJLZ
P[TH`JVUZPKLY[OH[[OLÄUHUJPHSJHWHJP[`VM
[OLNYV\WHZH^OVSLPZZ\ɉJPLU[[OH[[OLYPZR
of default is low and that, as a consequence,
the risk it is undertaking is reasonable in view
of the advantages it is gaining.

enforcement triggers are therefore non-payment,
commencement of insolvency proceedings and
material breach of contract.
Procedures for Enforcement
Guarantees may be called generally by a simple notice to the guarantor, depending on the
contractually agreed terms of the relevant agreement.
The procedures for the enforcement of security
KPɈLY KLWLUKPUN VU [OL [`WL VM ZLJ\YP[` ILPUN
enforced.
Mortgages and civil and commercial pledges are
most commonly enforced by a public auction
sale of the secured assets. A prior summons to
pay must be served on the debtor of the secured
obligation before an enforcement procedure can
begin (in the case of a mortgage, such summons
[VWH`T\Z[ILZLY]LKI`HIHPSPɈ
-VYWSLKNLZVUÄUHUJPHSPUZ[Y\TLU[ZHUKJSHPTZ
NV]LYULKI`[OL-PUHUJPHS*VSSH[LYHS3H^HU\Tber of enforcement remedies are available to
the pledgee. Unless otherwise agreed between
the parties, the pledgee may do the following,
without the legal need of a prior notice (whereby
WYPVYUV[PJLPZOV^L]LYJ\Z[VTHY`¶ILP[PU[OL
pledge agreement or in the intercreditor agreeTLU[

Appropriate the pledged assets or cause the
appropriation of the pledged assets by a third
party at a price determined prior to or after its
appropriation in accordance with an agreed
valuation method. The fact that the valuation methodology has to be agreed between
pledgor and pledgee generally results in the
5.7 General Principles of Enforcement
relevant security document expressly provid&ULWHULDIRU(QIRUFHPHQW
PUNMVY[OLHWWYVWYPH[PVUVW[PVU¶ZL[[PUNV\[
Enforcement triggers for guarantees or security
rules for the valuation for the pledged assets.
are generally determined freely and tend to be in
line with international practice regarding acqui- Sell or cause the pledged collateral to be sold
ZP[PVUÄUHUJL[YHUZHJ[PVUZ;OLTVZ[JVTTVU by private sale in a commercially reasonable
It is important to carry out a case-by-case analysis, reviewing the above criteria in the given situation. A subjective fact-based judgement will
need to be made by the directors (but must be
VIQLJ[P]LS`Q\Z[PÄHISL
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manner, by sale over a stock exchange or by
public auction.
Obtain a court order that the pledged assets
are attributed to the pledgee in discharge of
the secured liabilities, according to a valuation made by a court-appointed expert.
;V[OLL_[LU[WVZZPISLZL[VɈ[OLWSLKNLK
assets against the secured obligations.
0M[OLYLSL]HU[ÄUHUJPHSPUZ[Y\TLU[ZHYLSPZ[LK
HWWYVWYPH[L[OLZLÄUHUJPHSPUZ[Y\TLU[ZH[[OL
market price, or if they are units or shares of
an undertaking for collective investment that
determines and publishes a net asset value
on a regular basis, at the price of the latest
published net asset value.
If the pledged assets are monetary claims
owed by a third party, demand payment from
the third party, subject to certain conditions.
(σHFWRI,QVROYHQF\3URFHHGLQJVRQ
Enforcement
0UZVS]LUJ`WYVJLLKPUNZPTWVZLHZWLJPÄJVYKLY
VM WYPVYP[` MVY YLWH`TLU[ HUK TH` HɈLJ[ [OL
validity of certain transactions, including security
arrangements or guarantees, if they were concluded during the hardening period (période suspecteVY\W[V[LUKH`ZWYLJLKPUN[OLOHYKLUPUN
period. The date on which the hardening period
Z[HY[ZPZÄ_LKI`[OLJV\Y[I\[P[PZHTH_PT\T
of six months before the start of insolvency procedures.
/V^L]LY [OL Z[HY[ VM PUZVS]LUJ` WYVJLLKPUNZ
does not prevent the enforcement of security
PU[LYLZ[Z NV]LYULK I` [OL -PUHUJPHS *VSSH[LYHS
Law, as they are not subject to the hardening
period rules and remain valid and enforceable.

6. GUARANTEES
6.1 Types of Guarantees
Guarantees granted by a Luxembourg company
are commonly used in the context of secured
15

lending transactions, and are generally accompanied by a parallel debt language in order to
facilitate enforcement by the security trustee.
Under Luxembourg law, there were historically
two categories of guarantees, but the Luxembourg legislator has recently introduced a further
alternative so there are now the following three
categories.
;OLÄYZ[KLTHUKN\HYHU[LLgarantie à
première demande^OPJOPZ¸ZLSMZ\ɉJPLU[¹
because any exceptions or exemptions
derived from the initial loan agreement cannot
be opposed by the guarantor to the lenders. It
PZPTWVY[HU[MVY[OLZLSMZ\ɉJPLU[JOHYHJ[LYVM
[OLÄYZ[KLTHUKN\HYHU[LL[VILJSLHYS`HUK
\ULX\P]VJHSS`YLÅLJ[LKPU[OLKVJ\TLU[H[PVU
ZVHZ[VH]VPKHU`YPZRVMYLX\HSPÄJH[PVUHZH
suretyship (cautionnement:\JOYPZRJV\SK
exist if it appears from the guarantee documentation that the guarantee is an accessory
to the initial loan agreement and its related
obligations. The guarantee may take the form
of a letter or an agreement under private seal,
HUKPZUV[Z\IQLJ[[VHU`ÄSPUNYLX\PYLTLU[Z
Suretyship (cautionnement^OPJOPZHU
accessory to a principal obligation rather
[OHUILPUNZLSMZ\ɉJPLU[;OPZTLHUZ[OH[[OL
guarantor is entitled to raise all the defences
that belong to the borrower under the loan
agreement or that relate to the guaranteed
obligations and that are inherent to the debt
arising from the loan agreement, apart from
the exceptions that are purely personal to
the borrower. The suretyship typically takes
the form of an agreement under private seal,
with no further formalities. The guarantee is
UV[Z\IQLJ[[VHU`ÄSPUNYLX\PYLTLU[ZHUK
becomes enforceable against third parties at
the time of the agreement. By contrast, suretyship granted by a natural person is subject
[VZWLJPÄJMVYTHSP[PLZ
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The professional guarantee governed by the
Luxembourg law of 10 July 2020 relating to
professional payment guarantees (garanties
professionnelles de paiement[OL7YVMLZZPVUHS.\HYHU[LL3H^^OPJOHPTZ[VTP[PNH[L[OLYPZRVMYLX\HSPÄJH[PVUVM[OLÄYZ[[^V
categories of guarantees and in particular
[OLYPZRVMYLX\HSPÄJH[PVUVM[OLÄYZ[KLTHUK
guarantee into suretyship, which is less
MH]V\YHISL[V[OLILULÄJPHY`VM[OLN\HYHU[LL
The parties to the guarantee agreement only
need to make it subject to the Professional
.\HYHU[LL3H^[VILULÄ[MYVTP[ZHK]HU[HNLZ
and to qualify as a professional guarantee.
The agreement needs to be evidenced in writing under private seal (including in electronic
MVYT;OLTHPUMLH[\YLVM[OLWYVMLZZPVUHS
N\HYHU[LLPZ[OLÅL_PIPSP[`HUK[OLJVU[YHJtual freedom given to the parties, such as the
calling of the guarantee under the conditions
freely determined between the parties even in
the absence of a default, the exclusion of any
defences related to the underlying guaranteed
obligations that could be used by the debtor
or the continuation of the guarantee if the
guaranteed debtor is subject to insolvency
proceedings or reorganisation measures.

7. LENDER LIABILITY
7.1 Equitable Subordination Rules
Luxembourg law does not recognise the conJLW[VM¸LX\P[HISLZ\IVYKPUH[PVU¹

7.2 Claw-Back Risk
&ODZ%DFNRI6HFXULW\LQ,QVROYHQF\
0UZVS]LUJ` WYVJLLKPUNZ TH` HɈLJ[ [OL ]HSPKity of transactions (including guarantees and
JLY[HPU ZLJ\YP[` HYYHUNLTLU[Z PM [OL YLSL]HU[
transactions were concluded during the hardening period (période suspecteVY\W[V[LUKH`Z
preceding the hardening period (see 5.7 General Principles of Enforcement-\Y[OLYTVYL
certain transactions may be voided even if they
occur outside the hardening period, although
such transactions would generally have to
defraud creditors.
The following transactions are automatically void
when concluded during the hardening period (or
[OLWYLJLKPUN[LUKH`ZHZ[OLJHZLTH`IL!

transactions transmitting property without
reasonable counterpart (such as gifts, waivLYZHUK[YHUZHJ[PVUZL]LU^P[OV\[[YHUZMLYVM
WYVWLY[`LU[LYLKPU[VI`[OLJVTWHU`MVYH
6.2 Restrictions
consideration the value of which, in money or
;OLJVUKP[PVUZ[OH[T\Z[ILM\SÄSSLKI`[OLN\HYPUTVUL`»Z^VY[OPZZPNUPÄJHU[S`SLZZ[OHU[OL
antor are the same as for the pledgor (corporate
value of the consideration provided for by the
WV^LY JVYWVYH[L H\[OVYP[` JVYWVYH[L ILULÄ[ bankrupt company (ie, under-value transacHUK UV ÄUHUJPHS HZZPZ[HUJL ¶ ZLL 5.6 Other
[PVUZ"
Restrictions
payments of debts that were not yet due and
payable, made by whatever means;
6.3 Requirement for Guarantee Fees
payments of debts (which are due and payWhile the provision of a guarantee by a LuxemHISLTHKLV[OLY[OHUPUJHZOVYI`JOLX\L
bourg company may generally not be without
HUKZPTPSHYWH`TLU[PUZ[Y\TLU[Z¶PLWH`¸JVUZPKLYH[PVU¹ Z\JO JVUZPKLYH[PVU KVLZ UV[ ments in kind (dation en paiementZL[VɈ
necessarily have to be a fee or other monetary
sale or otherwise; and
consideration (see 5.6 Other Restrictions
security granted for debts previously incurred.
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0[PZ[VILUV[LK[OH[[OL-PUHUJPHS*VSSH[LYHS3H^ JVU[YHJ[\HS VISPNH[PVU [V KV ZV ÄUHUJL KVJ\contains an important exception to the rules ments are, in principle, not to be registered
under the laws of Luxembourg, so no stamp or
above.
registration or similar duties or taxes or charges
Furthermore, under Luxembourg bankruptcy are payable under the laws of Luxembourg. If
Y\SLZSLNHSZL[VɈPLZL[VɈIL[^LLUYLJPWYVJHS YLNPZ[LYLK[OLÄUHUJLKVJ\TLU[ZT\Z[ILYLNdebts that are both claimable and due for imme- istered with the Luxembourg Administration de
KPH[LWH`TLU[PZZ[PSS]HSPKK\YPUN[OLOHYKLUPUN S»,UYLNPZ[YLTLU[ KLZ +VTHPULZ L[ KL SH ;=(
WLYPVK ^OPSL JVU[YHJ[\HS ZL[VɈ PL IL[^LLU HUK H Ä_LK VY HU HK ]HSVYLT YLNPZ[YH[PVU [H_
reciprocal debts that are not claimable and/or will be payable depending on the nature of the
[OH[HYLUV[K\LMVYPTTLKPH[LWH`TLU[PZUV[ ÄUHUJLKVJ\TLU[(ZHUL_HTWSLMHJPSP[`HNYLLHJJLW[LK/V^L]LYJHZLSH^OHZKLJPKLKHSILP[ ments or agreements including an obligation to
in a restrictive way, that post-bankruptcy set- pay, if registered, are subject to a 0.24% regisVɈPZHKTPZZPISLPM[OLYLPZHUL_\ZIL[^LLU[OL tration tax, whereas pledge agreements (which
T\[\HSJSHPTZ[VILZL[VɈTLHUPUN[OH[Z\JO in practice do not include an obligation to pay
JSHPTZ ULLK [V OH]L H JVTTVU ¸JH\ZL¹ HUK but only refer to the facility agreement, which
P[ZLSMPUJS\KLZ[OLVISPNH[PVU[VWH`HYLZ\IQLJ[
therefore, be indivisible.
[VHÄ_LKYLNPZ[YH[PVU[H_VM,<9
([HU`YH[L[OL-PUHUJPHS*VSSH[LYHS3H^WYV]PKLZ
[OH[ZL[VɈIL[^LLUT\[\HSS`V^LK¸JSHPTZ¹HUK It should be noted that registration taxes may
¸ÄUHUJPHSPUZ[Y\TLU[Z¹PZ]HSPKUV[^P[OZ[HUKPUN HSZV IL K\L ^OLYL [OL ÄUHUJL KVJ\TLU[Z HYL
the existence of any type of insolvency proceed- referred to in a public deed or used before a Luxings if it is the result of transactions that are the LTIV\YN VɉJPHS H\[OVYP[` VY HU` autorité conZ\IQLJ[TH[[LYVMIPSH[LYHSVYT\S[PSH[LYHSZL[VɈ stituée, or before a Luxembourg court, notably
arrangements or clauses. The traditional post- by being referred to in a writ, to the extent that
IHURY\W[J`ZL[VɈWYVOPIP[PVUTH`[O\ZILUL\- [OL ÄUHUJL KVJ\TLU[Z HYL Z\IQLJ[ [V THUKHtory registration within a strict deadline (délai
tralised to a very large extent.
de rigueurVYPUJHZLZ^OLYL[OLÄUHUJLKVJ\;OL 7YVMLZZPVUHS .\HYHU[LL 3H^ HSZV ZWLJPÄ- ments are physically attached to a public deed
cally provides that the professional guarantee VYHU`V[OLYKVJ\TLU[ZZ\IQLJ[[VTHUKH[VY`
registration.
survives in the insolvency of the debtor.
*SH^IHJRY\SLZHYLHSZVNLULYHSS`UV[HUVIZ[Hcle to the enforcement of valid security interests
prior to the adjudication in bankruptcy if the
enforcement of such security interests has been
ÄUHSPZLKILMVYL[OLHKQ\KPJH[PVUPUIHURY\W[J`

The documents subject to mandatory registration are limited in number and principally include
agreements related to real estate properties
located in Luxembourg (eg, a renting agreement
MVYTVYL[OHUUPUL`LHYZVYHPYWSHULZVY]LZZLSZ
YLNPZ[LYLK\UKLY[OL3\_LTIV\YNÅHN

8 . TA X I S S U E S

8.2 Withholding Tax/Qualifying Lender
Concepts

8.1 Stamp Taxes

In principle, interest payments are not subject to
Unless there is a voluntary registration of the withholding tax in Luxembourg, except in certain
ÄUHUJL KVJ\TLU[Z I` VUL VM [OL WHY[PLZ VY H ZWLJPÄJJPYJ\TZ[HUJLZLNJLY[HPUWYVÄ[WHY[PJP17
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WH[PUNZLJ\YP[PLZVY^OLYL[OLPU[LYLZ[PZWHPK[V HɈLJ[[OLM\UJ[PVUPUNVM[OLPU[LYUHSTHYRL[[OL
Luxembourg resident individuals (in which case (;(+ 0 3H^ <UKLY [OH[ Y\SL IVYYV^PUN JVZ[Z
exceeding the borrowing income of a Luxem[OL^P[OOVSKPUN[H_PZ[OLÄUHS[H_
bourg company will be deductible in a given
0UZ\JOJPYJ\TZ[HUJLZ[OLÄUHUJLKVJ\TLU[Z [H_`LHYVUS`\W[V[OLOPNOLYVMP VM[OL
generally provide that the Luxembourg borrow- company’s net revenues before interest, taxes,
er or guarantor does not have to gross-up the KLWYLJPH[PVU HUK HTVY[PZH[PVU ,)0;+( VY PP
EUR3 million.
amount to be paid to such a lender.
;OLJVUJLW[VMH¸X\HSPM`PUNSLUKLY¹\UKLY[OL
ÄUHUJLKVJ\TLU[ZJV]LYZTHPUS`HSLUKLYILULÄ[PUNMYVT[OL^P[OOVSKPUN[H_L_LTW[PVUVYH
[YLH[`SLUKLYILULÄ[PUNMYVT[OL^P[OOVSKPUN[H_
exemption provided for under a relevant double
tax treaty concluded by Luxembourg, or from a
withholding tax at a reduced rate.

The rule has no tax impact if the Luxembourg
company uses the amount received under the
MHJPSP[`HNYLLTLU[[VÄUHUJLV[OLYNYV\WJVTWHnies itself, as the borrowing costs of the Luxembourg company should not exceed its borrowing
income (ie, the Luxembourg company is, in any
case, obliged to realise a taxable margin on its
ÄUHUJPUNHJ[P]P[PLZ

8.3 Thin-Capitalisation Rules
There are currently no thin-capitalisation rules
PU3\_LTIV\YN[H_SH^Z/V^L]LY^P[OYLZWLJ[
[V[OLÄUHUJPUNVMWHY[PJPWH[PVUZ[OL[H_HKTPUistration generally requires an 85:15 debt-toLX\P[` YH[PV MVY YLSH[LK WHY[` ÄUHUJPUN VY MVY
[OPYK WHY[` ÄUHUJPUN N\HYHU[LLK I` H YLSH[LK
party. If a Luxembourg company is deemed to
be over-indebted, excessive interest will not be
tax-deductible and may be subject to a 15%
dividend withholding tax.

Similarly, where the amount received under the
facility agreement is used by the Luxembourg
company to acquire a participation in another
company qualifying for the Luxembourg participation exemption regime, the new interest
limitation rules should lead to the same result
HZ[OLL_PZ[PUN3\_LTIV\YN¸YLJHW[\YL¹Y\SLZHZ
regards the non-deductibility of interest expenses connected to tax-exempt income. The recapture rules merely allow the deductibility of interest expenses above the tax-exempt dividend
0U ]PL^ VM [OL UL^  6,*+ N\PKLSPULZ VU P[ YLJLP]LZ /V^L]LY ^OLYL [OL 3\_LTIV\YN
ÄUHUJPHS [YHUZHJ[PVUZ HUK [OL 3\_LTIV\YN company realises capital gains that are exempt
applicable transfer pricing rules, the Luxem- under the Luxembourg participation exemption
bourg tax authorities may in the future take a rule, such capital gains remain taxable up to the
KPɈLYLU[ HWWYVHJO HUK YLX\PYL JVTWHUPLZ [V amount of the interest that has been deducted
determine their debt-to-equity ratio based on a over past years.
transfer pricing study.
In addition, Luxembourg companies have been
subject to an interest deduction limitation rule
since 1 January 2019, which was introduced
under the laws of Luxembourg because of
[OL PTWSLTLU[H[PVU VM *V\UJPS +PYLJ[P]L ,<
2016/1164 of 12 July 2016 laying down rules
against tax avoidance practices that directly

9 . TA K E O V E R F I N A N C E
9.1 Regulated Targets
The main regulated industries in Luxembourg
[OH[YLSH[LZWLJPÄJHSS`[VHJX\PZP[PVUÄUHUJLHYL
JYLKP[PUZ[P[\[PVUZ¸WYVMLZZPVUHSZVM[OLÄUHUJPHS
ZLJ[VY¹Z\JOHZPU]LZ[TLU[JVTWHUPLZHKTPU18
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PZ[YH[PVU VY [YHUZMLY HNLU[Z PU]LZ[TLU[ M\UKZ ¶[OL`HYLTVYLSPRLS`[VILSPZ[LKVUHMVYLPNU
and insurance companies. The competent regu- exchange, so the rules of such jurisdiction would
to a large extent apply.
lators are generally the following:
*VTTPZZPVUKL:\Y]LPSSHUJLKL:LJ[L\Y
-PUHUJPLY*::-[OLYLN\SH[VYMVY[OLÄUHUJPHSZLJ[VY"HUK
*VTTPZZHYPH[H\_HZZ\YHUJLZ*(([OL
YLN\SH[VYMVY[OLPUZ\YHUJLZLJ[VY

The situation where the target company would
be a Luxembourg company listed on the Luxembourg stock exchange where Luxembourg
takeover rules would apply is fairly exceptional,
but there have been some cases, such as the
takeover of Arcelor by Mittal. In such cases, the
Generally, any change of ownership of a credit rules of the Luxembourg law dated 19 May 2006
PUZ[P[\[PVU VY V[OLY ¸WYVMLZZPVUHSZ VM [OL ÄUHU- VU W\ISPJ [HRLV]LYZ [OL 7\ISPJ ;HRLV]LY 3H^
JPHSZLJ[VY¹T\Z[ILKPZJSVZLK[V[OL*::-HUK PTWSLTLU[PUN,*+PYLJ[P]LHWWS`
depending on the percentage of shares being
acquired in the target, prior approval must be (JJVYKPUN[V(Y[PJSLLVM[OL7\ISPJ;HRLV]LY
obtained. The new shareholder (with a qualifying 3H^¸HUVɈLYVYT\Z[HUUV\UJLHIPKVUS`HM[LY
OVSKPUNHUK[OLTHUHNLTLU[T\Z[WYVK\JLL]P- LUZ\YPUN[OH[OLJHUM\SÄSPUM\SSHU`JHZOJVUZPKdence of their professional standing (assessed LYH[PVUPMZ\JOPZVɈLYLKHUKHM[LY[HRPUNHSSYLHon the basis of police records and any evidence sonable measures to secure the implementation
that shows their good reputation and irreproach- VMHU`V[OLY[`WLVMJVUZPKLYH[PVU¹(Y[PJSLS
of the Public Takeover Law further provides that
HISLJVUK\J[HUKÄUHUJPHSYVI\Z[ULZZ
[OLVɈLYKVJ\TLU[¶^OPJO[OLVɈLYVYPZVISPNLK
Over the last few years, various private equity [V WYLWHYL HUK THRL H]HPSHISL [V [OL W\ISPJ ¶
houses have acquired administration agents must contain, inter alia, information concerning
HUKV[OLY¸WYVMLZZPVUHSZVM[OLÄUHUJPHSZLJ[VY¹ [OLÄUHUJPUNVM[OLIPK
HUK[OLZLHJX\PZP[PVUZHYLZ\IQLJ[[V*::-WYPVY
approval. In these circumstances, the timetable >OPSL[OLSLNHSWYV]PZPVUZKVUV[JVU[HPUH¸JLYmust obviously take into account the need for [HPUM\UKZYLX\PYLTLU[¹[OLVɈLYVYTH`IL^LSS
YLN\SH[VY`HWWYV]HS0UHKKP[PVU[OLÄUHUJPUNVM HK]PZLK [V VI[HPU ÄYT JVTTP[TLU[Z HZ [V [OL
the transaction must be adapted, given that the ÄUHUJPUN VM [OL VɈLY L]LU [OV\NO [OPZ PZ UV[
regulated business entities may be restricted in ZWLJPÄJHSS`YLX\LZ[LK\UKLY[OL7\ISPJ;HRLV]LY
providing general guarantees or security. The Law. The regulator may also enquire about the
structuring of the transaction to provide an ade- JLY[HPU[`VM[OLVɈLYÄUHUJPUN
quate yet acceptable security package, from a
regulatory perspective, is likely to be more time- Following market practice in other EU countries,
consuming than for the acquisition of an unregu- VɈLYKVJ\TLU[ZNV]LYULKI`3\_LTIV\YNSH^
and approved by the Luxembourg regulator
lated business.
NLULYHSS`JVU[HPUWYV]PZPVUZJVUÄYTPUN[OH[ÄYT
JVTTP[TLU[Z OH]L ILLU NP]LU [V ÄUHUJL [OL
9.2 Listed Targets
>OLUJVUZPKLYPUN[OLÄUHUJPUNVM[OLHJX\PZP- VɈLYHUK[O\ZN\HYHU[LL[OLJVTWSL[PVU[OLYLVM
tion of a listed company, while the target may in
such instance be a Luxembourg company, it is It is common in Luxembourg for the rules of
fairly rare for the shares of such company to be more than one jurisdiction to have to be comlisted solely on the Luxembourg stock exchange plied with, and market practice will align to what
19
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is customary in London, Paris or Frankfurt, as
the case may be.

10. JURISDICTIONS P E C I F I C F E AT U R E S
10.1 Other Acquisition Finance Issues
There are no further major considerations that
HYLPTWVY[HU[[VHJX\PZP[PVUÄUHUJLWYHJ[PJLPU
Luxembourg.
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Elvinger Hoss Prussen is independent in
structure and spirit, and guides clients on their
most critical Luxembourg legal matters. The
ÄYT ^HZ MV\UKLK PU   I` SH^`LYZ JVTTP[ted to excellence and creativity in legal practice. The team is composed of 44 partners, 13
JV\UZLSSH^`LYZHUKZ[HɈLTWSV`LLZ
*SPLU[ZPUJS\KLSHYNLJVYWVYH[PVUZT\S[PUH[PVUHS
NYV\WZIHURZHUKÄUHUJPHSZLJ[VYWYVMLZZPVU-

HSZPUJS\KPUNM\UKTHUHNLYZHUKKPZ[YPI\[VYZ
as well as private equity houses and some famPS`I\ZPULZZLZ;OLÄYT^VYRZVUTHU`KPɈLYLU[
types of national and cross-border transactions,
such as acquisitions, joint ventures, mergers,
demergers and restructurings, and friendly and
unfriendly takeovers, and covers all type of legal
matters, including tax.
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